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in this book seirawan analyzes and writes about his own games, which he considers as his most important contribution to the game. seirawan carefully analyzes his games in order to shed light on the ideas and concepts which made him an elite player. he uses these games to illustrate his theories on chess and gives an in-depth analysis of many of
his most famous games. seirawan also includes many of the great games from his career which have not been published elsewhere, including games that he considers as having made a significant impact on his own playing. this book contains a collection of the greatest games of the great russian player mikhail tal. this book is an excellent addition
to any chess library. tal is the second most celebrated player of all time and the most famous player of the 20th century. he was one of the greatest players of the world in the 1930s and 40s, and was one of the three dominant forces in world chess in the mid-20th century (along with bobby fischer and world champion petrosian). the games in this
book were selected from a large collection of games from the 1950s and 60s. the author-editor of this book, alexander kotov, is one of the most famous and respected players of the soviet union in the 20th century. this book is a unique collaboration between kotov and seirawan. this book is an easy to read book that presents an excellent collection

of games and analyses of historic important games. it is a must for every chess player. this book is an excellent collection of the greatest games of the greatest players of all time. these games were selected from a large collection of games from the 1950s and 60s. the author-editor of this book, alexander kotov, is one of the most famous and
respected players of the soviet union in the 20th century. he is one of the three most celebrated and influential players in modern chess history along with bobby fischer and world champion petrosian. the games in this book were selected from a large collection of games from the 1950s and 60s. this book is a unique collaboration between kotov

and seirawan. seirawan is the world no. 2 player of all time, the current world champion, and one of the most celebrated and influential players of the 20th century.
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the early 19th century saw the emergence of the first chess player to truly grasp the
significance of "deep play". arguably the greatest player of all time, the great aleksandr

alekhine was the creator of chess analysis and the first player to acquire a thorough
understanding of the inner workings of the game. in this book, the one and only michael stean

describes what he calls the "mysterious" genius of alekhine. through a series of annotated
games, stean shows how the russian genius possessed a unique ability to understand the

nuances of the game in a way that few other players could match. stean examines alekhine's
technique and his deep understanding of the inner workings of chess. using the most modern
computer technology, stean has recreated alekhine's games as they were performed in the

depths of his brain. the result is a game of chess unlike any other ever played. some may find
it difficult to sit through the games. others will find it one of the most intriguing works of chess

history yet written. the alpha and omega of annotated games, michael stean is a world-
renowned chess commentator, author and editor. through his chessbase games database, he

has played a leading role in analyzing the world's best games, and annotating over one
thousand of the world's great games in chessbase. in this book, stean examines alekhine's
games from the perspective of his tremendous ability to grasp the "inner workings" of the

game. through a series of annotated games, stean examines alekhine's technique and his deep
understanding of the inner workings of chess. using the most modern computer technology,
stean has recreated alekhine's games as they were performed in the depths of his brain. the

result is a game of chess unlike any other ever played. some may find it difficult to sit through
the games. others will find it one of the most intriguing works of chess history yet written.
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